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• MULTIPLE MEETINGS

• WILLINGNESS TO CONTRIBUTE (TO COSTS, IN-KIND SERVICES)

• DESIRE TO BRING THE STADIUM BACK UP TO BEING IN GOOD CONDITION

• CREATE A FUNCTIONAL STADIUM WITH GREATER UTILITY FOR THE COMMUNITY

STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS PART ONE

REQUIREMENTS FOR A BASEBALL STADIUM

PLAYERS

Playing Field

• field surface

• dugouts

• batting cages

• bull pens

• lighting

• fencing / batter’s eye

Change Rooms

Team Office

Umpire Room

SPECTATORS

Seating

Concession

Washrooms

Ticketing

Crush Space / Plaza

Press Booth / P A / Scoreboard

Parking

Accessibility
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ACTION PLAN – INTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS

ACTION PLAN – EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS
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STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS PART TWO

PRIORITIZATION OF NEEDS

• Spectator safety and viewing

• renovate dugouts

• Replace grass / clay infield with synthetic turf

• Replace perimeter wood fence with chain link

• Add batter’s eye

• Replace ‘Green Monster’

• Add high mast netting along south foul line

• Replace padding behind home plate

• Replace wood benches with individual seats

• Paved parking / create crush space, plaza
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PHASED IMPROVEMENT PLAN
 Phase One - $453,000

Accordingly, the first phase of improvements should be replacing the perimeter wood fence with a 
chainlink fence that has view blocking screens.  The work would include the batter’s eye, the high mast 
netting in the right field (“Green Monster” replacement) and along the right field foul line, and the 
netting in front of the grandstand seating.  This work would eliminate the safety concerns over any of 
the current fencing collapsing.

 Phase Two - $526,000

The second phase of improvements should then be the installation of the synthetic turf in the infield.  
Along with the recent addition of field lighting, this will significantly increase the number of hours of use 
the stadium field had provide.

 Phase Three - $198,000

The third phase would be the improvement to the area behind the stadium by paving the gravel area in 
the north, northwest, and west areas adjacent to the stadium.  This will provide safe and comfortable 
access to the stadium for attendees to events and for service vehicles and create a gathering area for 
pre and post event activities.

 Phase Four - $195,000

The fourth and final phase of the short-term improvements would be the replacement of the wood 
benches with individual seats, the renovations to the dugouts, and the replacement of the wall padding 
behind home plate.  Note that due to its uniqueness, the padding replacement behind home plate could 
be placed into any of the above phases.  This work would further improve the facility for spectators and 
players alike.


